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The new collection SIGNATURE from JAB ANSTOETZ Contract

Bielefeld, Autumn 2017 –  No matter whether your business is hospitality or gastronomy, services or the 
retail trade – if you want to flourish you have to distinguish yourself from your competitors. A carefully 
composed interior will send the right optical signals and express the uniqueness of the company with 
every detail.

Unique like a signature is the new CS and FR contract collection SIGNATURE from JAB ANSTOETZ Contract. 
Twelve elegant articles in 102 colours make a clear statement for individuality. The textiles present them-
selves in an expressive fashion without being to the fore. They show character, but they leave enough  
room for personal and individual design – the unique signature of the architect.

Contract design with true character

①	 OSLO  9-2326-020

② MONTREAL  9-7783-020

③ BUDAPEST  1-4180-020

③

②

①

⑤

④

④	 HAVANA  9-7784-020

⑤	 CURVE  4-4093-093
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The high-class materials, which have been developed especially 
for the versatile demands of international contract business, 
can easily be integrated into many different room concepts 
and highlight specific interior features. Eight multifaceted 
colour worlds with illustrious names provide the matching 
palette for every room concept: “Faded Amethyst” features  
the many different nuances of rose quartz and amethyst,  
“Autumn Sage” reflects the wealth of colours of wild herbs, 
“Muddy Blue” stands for subtle blue shades, “Carbonized 
Silver” features soft silver graduations, “White Out”,  
“Desert Sand” and “Café Royal” complete the collection  
with a broad spectrum of off-white and natural tones to a  
luxurious brown. The design language is deliberately clear  
and impressively modest. Graphic elements meet multi- 
coloured structures and charming three-dimensional looks.

In the segment of decoration fabrics the jacquard BILBAO 
accentuated with luminous yarns convinces with an irregular 
stripe design in an ikat look. The room-high HAVANA captivates 
with a diamond design. Using a special weave technique and 
a subtle glossy warp yarn, the article gives the perfect illusion 
of a three-dimensional fabric. Lines which appear to have 
been drawn spontaneously spread across the silky warp satin 
COPENHAGEN. The use of a coarse effect yarn lends the 
article an embroidered look. The semi-plain CAPETOWN is 
distinguished by an elegant polychromy. Using different weft 
yarns in combination with a smart weave technique an  
elegant wild silk look is created. The stylised chevron design 
of MONTREAL is shaped by a slightly shimmering satin, which 
stands in charming contrast to the matt ground.  
BOSTON displays a multicoloured cotton look that achieves 
an expressive iridescent effect thanks to the combination of 
multicoloured warp and weft yarns. A highlight is the trans-
parent tape yarn in the weft that lends the article a stylish, 
casual impression. ROME is an airy voile that enchants with 
a fine chevron design with a silky shimmer. Two effect yarns 
of different colours and a special shrink yarn in the weft lend 
the transparent leno fabric VIENNA an exceptional stripe look. 
The 100 % opaque blackout ATLANTA with a silky gloss and 
a wonderfully supple feel completes the range of decoration 
fabrics.

①	 BILBAO  9-7782-030

② LISBON  9-2325-030

③ MONTREAL  9-7783-070

④ VIENNA  1-6899-070 

⑤	 OSLO  9-2326-070

⑥ BUDAPEST  1-4180-070

③

②

①

⑤

④

⑥
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The eye catcher among the upholstery fabrics in this extraordinary collection is BUDAPEST.  
The two-coloured squares of the high-class velvet are inspired by art deco and stand on a graphic ground 
in a three-dimensional fashion. The semi-plain OSLO radiates subtle elegance. Mélange yarns and a  
special finish lend the article a silky shimmer. Last but not least is LISBON. Here the subtle glossy ground 
stands in a beautiful contrast to the chenille design resembling little pebble stones.

①	 COPENHAGEN  9-7785-091

②	 BUDAPEST  1-4180-091

③	 OSLO  9-2326-091

④	 EPOCH  4-4094-073

③

②

①

④

⑤

⑦
⑥

⑤	 BUDAPEST  1-4180-070 

⑥	 CURVE  4-4093-093

⑦	 OSLO  9-2326-020
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As a harmonious supplement to the characterful 
contract fabrics we have launched the wallcover-
ings collection SIGNATURE WALLCOVERING  
in a total of 35 colourways. The exclusive vinyl 
qualities with a textile backing are flame retardant 
and thus suitable for contract use. The look of the 
inconspicuous, elegant designs is still under- 
scored by a slightly metallic effect. They coordinate 
perfectly with the designs of the textiles. While 
CURVE presents softly flowing waves, SCRATCH 
features crossing lines that form an irregular lattice 
design. CHECK displays diamond patterns in an 
exceptionally three-dimensional fashion. The most 
versatile articles TEXTURE with a linen-like look 
and EPOCH with a brushed structure complete the 
extraordinary wallcoverings collection.

⑨

⑧

⑦

⑥

⑤

⑩

⑦	 COPENHAGEN  9-7785-080

⑧	 OSLO  9-2326-080

⑨	 CAPETOWN  9-7786-080

⑩	 LISBON  9-2325-080

⑪	 CHECK  4-4097-099

①	 EPOCH  4-4094-073

②	 BUDAPEST  1-4180-091

③	 OSLO  9-2326-091

④	 CURVE  4-4093-093

⑤	 MONTREAL  9-7783-080 

⑥	 BOSTON  1-6897-080

③
②

①

④

⑪
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JAB ANSTOETZ Fabrics is a brand of the  
JAB ANSTOETZ Group. Since 1946 the Bielefeld fabric 
editor has stood for textile furnishings at the highest  
level of quality and has continuously enlarged its  
competence in the field of interior design with a sure 
instinct for trends. Today the long-established  
organisation comprises a worldwide group of  
companies with a convincing and multifaceted  
portfolio of exclusive furnishing textiles, flooring,  
upholstered furniture and accessories. Besides the  
fabric lines JAB ANSTOETZ Fabrics, Chivasso, Carlucci, 
Gardisette and Soleil Bleu the brands also include the 
flooring line JAB ANSTOETZ Flooring as well as the 
upholstered furniture lines BW Bielefelder Werkstätten 
and ipdesign. The subsidiary Golf House is one of the 
leading golf retailers in Europe and with its top-class 
portfolio of equipment and service also stands for a 
sophisticated lifestyle.

Press contact:  
JAB JOSEF ANSTOETZ KG  
Melanie Bohlke 
Potsdamer Straße 160  
33719 Bielefeld, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-422 / +49 (0)5 21/20 93-0 
Telefax: +49 (0)5 21/20 93-464 
E-Mail: melanie.bohlke@jab.de / JABexport@jab.de

For further information about the JAB ANSTOETZ 
group of companies please visit www.jab.de.


